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In this article, we briefly summarize the experiments performed during the first run of the Advanced Wakefield Experiment, AWAKE, at CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research). The final goal of AWAKE Run 1 (2013–2018) was to demonstrate that 10–20 MeV electrons can be accelerated to GeV energies in a plasma wakefield driven by a highly relativistic self-modulated proton bunch. We describe the experiment, outline the measurement concept and present first results. Last, we outline our plans for the future.

This article is part of the Theo Murphy meeting issue ‘Directions in particle beam-driven plasma wakefield acceleration’.

### 1. Introduction

Charged particle acceleration in conventional radio-frequency cavities is limited to gradients of the order of 100 MeV m$^{-1}$ due to electrical breakdown in the metallic structures. Plasma wakefield acceleration can exceed this limit and offers the possibility to accelerate charged particles with gradients on the order of GeV m$^{-1}$ or higher. The maximum accelerating gradient can be estimated from the non-relativistic, cold plasma wavebreaking field ($E_{WB}$):

$$\epsilon E_{WB} = m_e c \omega_{pe} \sim 100 \frac{\text{eV}}{\text{m}} \cdot \sqrt{n_{pe} \text{ [cm}^{-3}]},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

with the electron mass $m_e$, the plasma electron frequency $\omega_{pe} = \sqrt{n_{pe} e^2 / (m_e \epsilon_0)}$, the plasma electron density $n_{pe}$, the electron charge $e$, the vacuum dielectric constant $\epsilon_0$ and the speed of light $c$. Equation (1.1) shows that in order to reach GeV m$^{-1}$ gradients, the plasma density needs to exceed $n_{pe} > 10^{14}$ electrons cm$^3$. 
Plasma wakefields are typically excited either by a relativistic particle bunch or an intense laser pulse. The distance over which the bunch or pulse can drive high gradient wakefields depends on its stored energy. Available laser pulses and electron bunches carry energies of around 20 J, but proton bunches (for example at the European Organization for Nuclear Research, CERN) can carry energies of many tens of kilojoule. From the energy conservation point of view, this is enough energy to accelerate 1 nC of electrons to hundreds of TeV (we note that the transfer efficiency in this scheme will be much lower than 100%).

In 2009, Caldwell et al. [1] proposed to accelerate witness electrons in plasma wakefields driven by a Large Hadron Collider (LHC) type proton bunch. In their simulations, they use a 1 TeV proton bunch (with $10^{11}$ protons per bunch and thus an energy of 16 kJ) with an RMS longitudinal size of 0.1 mm and drive wakefields over a distance of 600 m. Witness electrons reach an energy of 0.6 TeV.

To effectively excite wakefields, the RMS length ($\sigma_z$) and transverse size ($\sigma_r$) of the Gaussian drive bunch should be matched to the plasma density: $\sigma_z \approx \sqrt{2c/\omega_{pe}}$ and $\sigma_r \approx c/\omega_{pe}$ ($c/\omega_{pe} < 0.53$ mm for $n_{pe} > 10^{14}$ electrons cm$^{-3}$). While available high-energy proton bunches can be focused tightly ($\sigma_r < 0.2$ mm), their RMS bunch length $\sigma_z$ is of the order of 10 cm and thus much too long to excite high amplitude wakefields. To still use those bunches, one can rely on the self-modulation instability [2–5] (or if seeded, the seeded self-modulation (SSM) [6]) to modulate a long proton bunch into a train of micro-bunches. After the modulation process saturates, microbunches have a length of the order of $\sigma_z \approx \sqrt{2c/\omega_{pe}}$ and are spaced at the plasma electron wavelength $\lambda_{pe} = 2\pi c/\omega_{pe}$. This bunch train can then resonantly excite high-amplitude wakefields in a uniform plasma.

In this article, we summarize the experimental efforts and achievements of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration in the context of the Advanced WAKefield Experiment (AWAKE) [7] at CERN (see §2). AWAKE ran experiments from December 2016 to November 2018. The experimental programme focused on two main topics: first, the demonstration of the SSM of a long proton bunch in plasma (Run 1, phase 1: 2016, 2017) [6], see §3; second, the demonstration of the acceleration of electrons in a plasma wave that was resonantly excited by the self-modulated proton bunch (Run 1, phase 2: 2018), see §4. We additionally outline plans and goals for the short-term (Run 2: 2021–2024) and long-term (above 2026) future in §5.

2. The AWAKE experiment at CERN

In AWAKE, a proton bunch drives plasma wakefields. The bunch consists of $3 \times 10^{11}$ protons with a particle momentum of 400 GeV c$^{-1}$ (19.2 kJ). The bunch is focused at the plasma entrance to a transverse RMS size of $\sigma_r \approx 0.2$ mm. Its RMS bunch length can be adjusted from 6 to 12 cm. Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the AWAKE experimental facility.

The AWAKE plasma is 10 m long, has a radius of approximately 1 mm and a density uniformity better than 0.1% (to allow resonant wakefield excitation from hundreds of microbunches). To create the plasma, we evaporate rubidium in a heat exchanger [8] and ionize the outermost electron of each rubidium atom with a laser pulse (pulse length: 100 fs, pulse energy: less than or equal to 450 mJ). The vapour (and thus also the plasma) density is controlled by the temperature of the source and is adjustable between 0.5 and $10 \times 10^{14}$ atoms cm$^{-3}$. To keep the density uniform within 0.1%, the temperature along the source is constant within 0.05 K.

Since there is no window that allows a proton, electron and laser pulse to enter the vapour source at the same time, the system is open at both ends. Rubidium atoms flow out of the opening apertures (the aperture radius is 5 mm) and condensate on the walls of the cold expansion volumes (kept below the rubidium freezing point of 39°C). The length of the density ramps (at both entrance and exit of the plasma) is on the order of the opening aperture [9].

The laser pulse is additionally used to seed the self-modulation process. In principle, the self-modulation of a long proton bunch can grow from the random noise in a preformed plasma. Then, the wakefields phase and amplitude varies from event to event and controlled electron injection (into the accelerating focusing phase) is not possible. To fix the wakefields phase and
Figure 1. Schematic layout and description of the AWAKE experimental facility, beams and diagnostics. The insert panel on the bottom left shows a schematic of the spatial and temporal alignment of the proton, laser and electron bunch entering the vapour source; the bottom middle panel shows a schematic of the transverse and longitudinal proton microbunch density structure in plasma (after the self-modulation process saturated); the panel on the top right shows an experimental image obtained by the spectrometer camera, for when electrons were accelerated. (Online version in colour.)
amplitude, we seed the self-modulation process: we overlap the laser pulse in space and time with the proton bunch. The laser pulse creates an ionization front (see bottom panels in figure 1) inside the proton bunch. Protons ahead of the laser pulse propagate in rubidium vapour, the ones after in the plasma (the transition is sharp due to the short length of the laser pulse). Figure 2 shows the initial transverse and longitudinal seed fields along the proton bunch at the plasma entrance for when it is seeded sharply at the centre. We note that this initial wakefield amplitudes ($W_{r}$) are of the order of 10 MV m$^{-1}$ much larger than the expected noise level of 10 kV m$^{-1}$ [10]. During the self-modulation process, the wakefield amplitude grows from the initial seed value according to the self-modulations growth rate until saturation.

To probe the plasma wakefields and to demonstrate electron acceleration, we externally inject 10–20 MeV electrons. An approximate 5 ps long UV laser pulse produces 100–600 pC of electrons from a caesium–tellurium (Cs2Te) cathode, which are accelerated to approximately 5 MeV in a 2–1/2 cell radio-frequency photo injector [11]. To facilitate the timing requirements of the experiment, the electron bunch length ($\sigma_z > 4$ ps) is longer or on the order of the plasma electron wavelength ($\lambda_{pe} < 8$ ps). The bunch is then further accelerated to 10–20 MeV by a 1 m long S-band booster structure, and transported to the plasma entrance [12]. A quadrupole triplet focuses the electron bunch to a transverse RMS size of 0.2–2 mm from approximately 3 m upstream to approximately 5 m downstream of the plasma entrance (the further the focal point from the triplet, the larger the transverse size at focus).

3. Seeded self-modulation

To experimentally observe and study the SSM of a long ($\sigma_z \gg \lambda_{pe}$) proton bunch in plasma, we align the laser pulse to the centre of the proton bunch (in space and time). When there was either no laser pulse (or the laser was behind the proton bunch) or no rubidium, the bunch propagated according to its bunch and optics parameters. When the laser pulse was seeding we observed radial proton bunch self-modulation.

The focusing regions of the plasma wakefields form a microbunch train. In [13], we show that the the frequency of the microbunches corresponds to the plasma electron frequency over the measured density range. In between the focusing regions, we observed defocused protons. Defocused protons appeared at large radial positions ($r \gg \sigma_{r}$). In [14], we prove that (i) the wakefield amplitudes grow along the bunch and (ii) the plasma significantly evolves from the initial seed fields shown in figure 2, due to the seeded self-modulation process.
Additionally, we studied

— proton bunch defocusing and wakefield growth as a function of plasma electron densities, proton bunch populations, plasma electron density gradients and laser pulse seed locations along the proton bunch;
— competition between self-modulation and the hose instability for different proton bunch populations, proton bunch shapes and laser pulse seed locations;
— phase stability of the wakefields and the minimum seed level to observe it;
— reproducibility of the self-modulation instability (unseeded), laser pulse and electron bunch seeding.

The results and details of these additional studies will be submitted for publication in the near future.

4. Electron acceleration

To prove that electrons can be accelerated in plasma wakefields driven by a self-modulating proton bunch, we inject approximately 18 MeV electrons close to the plasma entrance. This injection was challenging because of two main reasons: first, the initial seed fields (driven by the proton bunch) are largely defocusing for electrons (see red areas marked in figure 2). Their amplitude (≈10 MV m\(^{-1}\)) is large enough to defocus the ≈20 MeV electrons within short distances (electrons gain angles of approximately 50 mrad over 10 cm without acceleration). The seed wakefields include electron focusing regions only around one RMS length \(\sigma_z\) behind the seed point (as indicated by blue regions in figure 2) or after the proton bunch density starts to modulate. Second, the wakefields phase is evolving as (i) the plasma electron wavelength is changing along the density ramp and (ii) the proton bunch density is modulating over the first few metres of plasma (see §2).

Thus, we aimed to inject electrons into the wakefields, once their phase does not evolve strongly anymore. The concept and idea behind the electron injection scheme is discussed in [15]. Accelerated electrons were detected on an imaging magnetic spectrometer [16].

Figure 3 compares a spectrometer background image (figure 3a) to an image where accelerated electrons were observed (figure 3b). The electron signal is clearly visible above the background. We note that the accelerated electrons energy spread is peaked and finite. Detailed studies on the accelerated electron bunch quality and stability will be published elsewhere.

The first acceleration results were recently published in [17]. In the article, we present the maximum electron energy observed for plasma densities of 1.8, 3.9 and 6.6 \(\times 10^{14}\) electrons cm\(^{-3}\) (with and without plasma electron density gradients). We show that electrons were accelerated up to energies of 2 GeV.

Figure 4 shows a waterfall plot of more than 250 consecutive events (with the same current strengths in the spectrometer system) sorted by plasma electron density gradient (red line in figure 4) for a plasma electron density (at the plasma entrance) of 6.6 \(\times 10^{14}\) cm\(^{-3}\). As discussed by the AWAKE collaboration in [17], the energy of the accelerated electrons can increase with a positive gradient under certain circumstances. As simulations show [18], a positive plasma electron density gradient can compensate some of the phase shift that occurs during the self-modulation process. Electrons that would undergo cycles of acceleration and deceleration in a uniform plasma (due to the wakefields phase shift) stay in the accelerating wakefield phase and thus gain more energy.

We note that no cuts are applied to the data presented in figure 4, even though some experimental parameters fluctuate (e.g. proton bunch charge, electron beam position).

Furthermore, we probed the electron acceleration and studied the structure of the accelerating wakefield as a function of

— injection angle and injection location (along the plasma);
— plasma electron density, plasma electron density gradient and proton bunch population;
Figure 3. (a) Spectrometer background image; (b) example of a spectrometer image for when electrons were accelerated. Note the change on the maximum number of counts between the two images. The same constant background was subtracted from each image.

Figure 4. Waterfall plot of vertically summed spectrometer images during a change of plasma electrons density gradient. The upstream density is $7 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$. The red line indicates the measured density gradient for each event. Note that integrated signals below 1000 counts are cut from the image.

— time-delay between the seeding laser pulse and electron bunch for different seed locations in the proton bunch.

Analysis of the results is ongoing.

5. Future plans

AWAKE successfully finished the main experimental programme of Run 1. It was demonstrated for the first time that a long proton bunch self-modulates over 10 m of plasma and that electrons can be accelerated in its wake to 2 GeV. In a next step, AWAKE Run 2 (2021–2024) aims to demonstrate that one can accelerate an electron bunch to high energies, about 10 GeV, while
maintaining its bunch quality and to show that the concept is scalable to long acceleration distance scales.

The idea for Run 2 is to split the plasma into two sections: a self-modulator and an accelerator. The proton bunch modulates (until saturation is reached) into a micro-bunch train in the self-modulator. A short electron bunch ($\sigma_z \sim 100$ fs) is injected into the stable wakefields (driven by the microbunch train) in the accelerator plasma. First simulation results [19] indicate that the majority of the witness bunch can preserve its quality (emittance, relative energy spread) if (i) the electron bunch beam loads the wakefields and (ii) its front contributes to creating a blow-out region in which its back can experience a linear focusing force.

The final goal by the end of AWAKE Run 2 is to be in a position to use the AWAKE scheme for first high-energy physics applications such as fixed target experiments for dark photon searches and future electron–proton or electron–ion colliders [20]. First studies show the feasibility of a fixed target experiment in the AWAKE facility: the expected number of electrons on target exceeds the current number of the NA64 (na64.web.cern.ch) experiment by four orders of magnitude, making it a very promising option in the search for new physics.

Studies show that electrons can be accelerated to 70 GeV in a 130 m long plasma installed in an extended extraction tunnel from CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) to the LHC and transported to collision with protons/ions from the LHC. The experiment would focus on studies of the structure of matter and QCD in a new kinematic domain.

6. Conclusion and summary

We introduced the motivation and concept of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration and explained the AWAKE experiment. In AWAKE Run 1, we demonstrated that a proton bunch (approx. two orders longer than the plasma electron wavelength $\lambda_{pe}$) self-modulates over 10 m of plasma; that this self-modulated bunch train can resonantly excite high-amplitude plasma wakefields; and that electrons can be accelerated in the resonantly driven wakefield. The goal for future experiments is to accelerate an electron bunch with good bunch quality to high energies and to apply the scheme in high-energy physics applications for new physics studies.
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